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ABOUT 

● Came of age in the Abstract Expressionist Movement 
● Influenced by both city and country life 

○ Attended Cooper Union Art School in New York City - surrounded by cultural 
activity in New York (moveis, TV, photography, advertising, visual arts, jazz, 
poetry, dance) 

○ Attended Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture in Maine - inspired to 
take inspiration straight from nature 

STYLE 
● Combining styles of Abstract Expressionists and Pop Artists 

○ Importance of representational imagery  to Abstract Expressionists 
○ Power of large, flat areas to Pop Artists  

● Never fit into a artistic movement - nothing matched his craft-based style  
○ “I completely alienated myself from traditional modern art and from 

traditional realistic painting, and also from the avant-garde.”   1

● Inspired and interested in commercialism - relevance to social and urban culture 

PROCESS 
● Adapted the Renaissance technique of transferring a full-sized “cartoon” to a canvas  

○ Starts off with an oil sketch of the subject and moves to a pencil drawing 
■ “Sometimes, I do as many as five, looking for an image that works but 

isn’t too beautiful. After the oil sketches, I make pencil drawings.”  2

○ Transfers the image to brown paper the size of the canvas he will use 
○ Pokes holes in the paper to transfer the image to the canvas   

■ “I spend most of the time at this stage, getting the line right, using all 
the information in the oil sketches and the finished drawings. . . Then I 
pierce the cartoon and put the image on the canvas with chalk dust. 
When everything is set I mix the colors and paint the painting.”   3

WORKS  

● Early 1950s - Beginning with a concentration on nature  
○ Challenging mainstream art 

● Late 1950s  - Moving to a primary focus on portraiture  

1 Calvin Thompson, “Alex Katz’s Life in Art.”   
2 Carter Ratcliff, “The edge of unintelligibility Some Prints by Alex Katz,” 44-46. 
3 Ratcliff, “The edge on Unintelligibility,” 46.   



 

 

 

 

○ Greater emphasis on realism and increased interest in two dimensionality  
○ Met Ada Del Moro, who quickly became the focus of the majority of his works 

- numerous settings, seasons, outfits, hairstyles, contexts, scales 
○ Ada with White Dress exemplifies beginnings of his mature style - just enough 

detail to make her recognizable and give her expressive qualities  
● 1960s - Breaking tradition and increasing scale   

○ Suggesting depth through edges, lines, and color rather than modeling 
○ Cutting off the figures - images pop out of the canvas and engage the viewer 
○ Extreme closeups mimicking the imagery of billboards and movies 
○ Impala incorporates all the elements characteristic of Katz’s work - cropped, 

oversized portrait with restricted details and powerful colors  
● 1980s - experimenting with printmaking  

○ Linocut landscapes breaking from giant abstract landscape paintings  
○ “In a painting there are thousands of tones . . . In a print, there might be only 

seven tones and each one is distinct. The result is a lot more stripped down.”  4

○ Landscape, Give me Tomorrow, Light as Air, and Brisk of Day present clarity 
engulfed by texture and create a strong contrast between light and dark 

● 1990s - Focusing on close-ups and landscapes  
○ Including just enough detail to make the subjects recognizable  
○ Soho Morning shows the world how it is 

■ Simple, objective, separated - devoid of human feeling 
● Present - continuing concentration on large-scale portraits and close-up landscapes 
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